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SATRAVEL GOODS EXHIBITORS

By Kathy Witt

Punch Up 
Sex Appeal
Sophisticated, nimble and alluring – travelers confronting the hassles inherent in traveling will 
find the come hither combo integrated into the design of the latest travel goods irresistible.

Manufacturers are bringing the bling with metallic cases that shimmer with glitter and shine 
in form and function. Others beckon like a siren’s song and sizzle up the sex appeal with whistle-
worthy finishes in sleek black matte and hand-polished carbon fiber exteriors.

Rich hues are rocking a spiced-up palette that will turn the luggage carousel into a color 
wheel: cobalt blue, rose gold, magenta, teal and wine. Stopping onlookers in their tracks? 
Cosmically cool designs and a tonal trio of glossy croco, patent leather and textured PVC do 
just that.

Built-in bells and whistles, including USB ports, RFID shielding, digital weight scales and 
TSA-accepted combination locks continue to seduce with their promises of connectivity, data 
protection, money savings and the longed-for quick zip through security.

Even accessories get into the act, appearing as quick-change artists to offer twice the func-
tionality, like a case that converts from a rolling to a shoulder bag in a hot second and a laptop 
sleeve that simultaneously serves as a travel pillow.

Here is a preview of some of the products that may be seen at The 2018 International Travel 
Goods Show, February 27 through March 1 at the Las Vegas Convention Center.

aunts&uncles Booth 3113
The Soul Patch from aunts&uncles’ 
Barber Shop Collection steps up for 

every task the business day may throw 
at you. Lightweight and water-resistant 
in waxed leather and twill, the backpack 
is finished with vintage fittings and a 
matching lining. It offers a main com-
partment with an inside zipper pocket 
and card/phone/pen holders to keep 
all belongings well organized. Two side 
zipper compartments for notebook, tab-
let and cables keep electronics close 
and protected from rain and theft. The 
bag’s sturdy carrying handle, height-
adjustable leather shoulder straps and 
padded backside provide extra carrying 
comfort. MSRP: $469 

Big Skinny Wallet Booth 2155
This is it: An RFID-blocking wallet from 
Big Skinny that deflects thieves from The Soul Patch from aunts&uncles’ Barber Shop 

Collection is full of surprises.

Big Skinny’s 
Super MyPhone 

Wallet features 
two snap clo-

sures on its 
exterior clear 

pocket to secure 
a smartphone in 

place.Cont inued on page 60
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trying to capture your private info, but 
also displays and protects your phone, 
allowing you to text through a clear 
plastic sheath. Big enough to hold the 
largest phone on the market (think 
Samsung Galaxy), the Super MyPhone 
Wallet offers ridiculous capacity, with 
room to carry 45+ credit cards, plus 
bills, passport, coins and more. With 
a detachable wrist strap for portabil-
ity and convenience, the wallet comes 
in a snappy graphite cobble pattern. 
MSRP: $56

Cabrelli Group Booth 3129
One of Cabrelli’s Fashion Executive 
Rollerbrief Collection’s most fashion-
forward styles is this statement-maker 
in contrasting glossy croco with patent 
and textured PVC. Available in color 
block taupe and black, the carry-on 
features a removable, padded 15” lap-
top and tablet compartment, interior 
organizer section, attached interior key 
leash with clip and, new to the collec-
tion, a second top-zip compartment. 
The bag’s exterior has two side slip 
pockets, plus a new side zip pocket – 
the perfect place to tuck a smartphone 
or other quick-access items – as well as 
a new removable hanging card holder 
for small items like ID, credit or debit 
cards. Matching ID tag, inline wheels 
and a retractable handle complete the 
features. MSRP: $229.99

wallet is available in navy and gray, 
each with a contrasting lining to add an 
extra pop. MSRP: $14.99

Cabrelli’s Fashion Executive Rollerbrief is the  
perfect item for the woman “on-the-go.”

Cont inued from page 59
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DELSEY Paris Booth 1114
For adventurers that like to travel 
light, DELSEY’s softside Hyperglide 
Collection includes a versatile 25” 
Upright Spinner with such coveted fea-
tures as a large front pocket perfect for 
a jacket, magazines or to separate laun-
dry; a smaller pocket for easy-access 
to snacks or travel documentation; a 
tri-fold organizer that aids in packing 
toiletries, jewelry and even accessories; 
and dual-density, silent core™ double-
spinner wheels for swift maneuverabil-
ity, extra durability and a quiet travel 
experience. Constructed of DuraTech™ 
fabric for long-lasting use, the 
Hyperglide also has the DELSEY pat-
ented Overweight Indicator to help trav-
elers avoid overweight fees. Available in 
black or teal, the 25’’ Upright Spinner 
retails for a sale price of $159.99.

Design Go’s  
RFID Tri-Fold  

Wallet ensures  
you don’t become a 

victim of digital  
fraud.

Dot-Drops Booth 3155

DELSEY’s Hyperglide Collection offers light yet 
tough pieces so you can travel with ease.

Design Go Booth 2001
Stop digital pickpockets in their tracks 
with Design Go’s stylish Go Travel RFID 
Tri-Fold Wallet. This large capacity wal-
let integrates an RFID shield to safe-
guard all of your sensitive, secure data 
embedded in bank card chips. A large 
pocket is perfect for notes and board-
ing pass, while the multiple card slots 
have a convenient dual function view 
window that not only allows you to 
instantly identify your card but to also 
slide it effortlessly out of the slot. A 
secure and simple-to-use magnetic clo-
sure offers extra peace of mind. The 

Strong ABS shells embedded with glitter makes 
Dot Drop’s Chapter 3 sparkle cases stand out  

in any crowd.

Mixing high-end quality with fashion is 
Dot-Drops’ Chapter 3 sparkle luggage 
collection. Designed for travelers with 
exquisite taste, cases are embossed with 
the signature, timeless dot in 100% 
new-generation ABS with inlaid reflex 
fabric that allows for a lightweight 
frame and durability. Each case is made 
with an aircraft aluminum multi-stage 
handle, dual easy-glide spinner wheels 
and an integrated TSA-accepted combi-
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nation lock. Interiors feature two divid-
ed zipper compartments, plus storage 
pockets and tie-down straps. The col-
lection is offered in sparkle gray, sparkle 
silver and sparkle pink. MSRP: $275/22” 
Carry-on; $300/24” Medium Packing 
Case; $350/29” Large Packing Case

DUKAP Booth 3120
DUKAP®’s INTELY Smart 3-piece set 
(20”/28”/32”), with USB, MICRO USB 
and Integrated Weight Scale, is an ideal 
companion for every trip. Featuring 
a built-in TSA-accepted combination 
lock, four silent double wheels, gel 
handles, armored corners and a smart, 
convenient interior, the lightweight and 
expandable luggage offers an integrated 
USB and Micro USB port on the carry-
on that allows travelers to power up 
on the go. Additionally, the integrated 
Digital Weight Scale on the 28” and 32” 
saves time and money on overweight 
fees. MSRP: $620/set

and, unlike smart luggage with built-in 
power, this device is not affected by the 
airline ban and can be carried onboard 
airplanes. MSRP: $59.99

Hang Accessories Booth 4092
Hang Accessories’ Coordinating 
Harlequin Luggage Set in gray croc 
includes the Harlequin 360 Wheeled 
Carry-on Bag and Harlequin Tablet 
Tote, both made of vegan leather. The 
tote has a removable cross-body strap 
and a black and white striped interior 
and offers plenty of storage among its 
interior organizational pockets, exterior 
pull-away zipper pouch and back zipper 
compartment that can slide over the 
handle of any rolling bag. The carry-on 
is TSA size-accepted and the ideal bag 
for day-to-day work and travel. It has 
plenty of interior pockets for storage, a 
retractable handle and a removable lap-
top sleeve plus an exterior back pocket 
for smartphone, boarding pass and/or 
tablet. MSRP: $266

Cont inued from page 60
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DUKAP’s INTELY Smart 3-piece set is smart  
luggage at an affordable price.

GoPlug Booth 4112
Power anything. Track anywhere. Turn 
any bag into a SMART bag with GoPlug’s 
Battery & Global Tracking Power Bank. 
This device can track personal items in 

over 150 countries; 
charge cell phones 
nearly three times; 
detect movement; 
and track items in 
real time. This small, 
lightweight battery 
can be carried in 
purses, backpacks, 
pockets and luggage. 
It’s easily removable 

Heys Luggage Booths 2017, 2033
In step with the latest fashion trend 
towards metallic colors, Heys’ Metallix 
Spinners Collection is a modern 3-piece 
set made from the latest formulation 
of Heys’ patented Duraflex™. This 
lightweight and extremely durable yet 
very elastic material offers incredible 
strength and flexibility; the luggage 
can withstand impacts of up to 750 
lbs without breaking. Features include  
color-matched 360° dual spinner 

wheels, gel-cushioned top and side 
handles, telescopic push-button multi- 
level trolley handle, built-in flush-
mounted TSA-accepted lock and a 
zippered expansion system. MSRP: 
$179.99/21”; $199.99/26”; $219.99/30”; 
$599.99/3-pc set 

Heys’ Metallix arrives in three eye-catching, 
high-end metallic finishes: rose gold, silver and 

pewter.

Jump® Paris Booth 3155

With GoPlug’s Battery & 
Global Tracking Power 
Bank, on-the-go profes-
sionals need not worry 
about power or security.

Jump® Paris’ Triton Collection is inspired value.

The new Triton from Jump® Paris is a 
classic, softside luggage collection made 
with a high-quality, matte-finished, 
water-resistant nylon. These value 
priced cases are designed with modern 
amenities such as lightweight sturdy 
frames, comfortable multi-position 
telescoping handles and dual wheels 
for more stability over any terrain. A 
durable polyester-lined interior is orga-
nized with a lid suiter compartment, 
zippered pockets and tie-down straps. 
The Collection includes a 21” 2-Wheel 
Carry-on (MSRP: $159.99); 21” 4-Wheel 

Hang 
Accessories’ 

Coordinating 
Harlequin 

Luggage Set is 
beautiful in  
croc vegan 

leather.
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Carry-on ($159.99); 26” Medium 
Packing Case ($189.99); and 30” Large 
Packing Case ($209.99). Coordinating 
travel pieces include a carry duf-
fel ($89.99); toiletry kit ($24.99); and 
rolling duffel ($149.99). All pieces are 
offered in black, navy and red. 

L.C. Industries Booth 3001
Lewis N. Clark’s® ONboard™ Underseat 
Bag Collection from L.C. Industries 
in durable, weather-resistant nylon is 
specifically designed to fit beneath a 
standard airline seat, maximizing every 
bit of space with contoured construc-
tion and an assortment of pockets and 
compartments. Comprising a backpack, 
duffel bag and sling pack, the innovative 
collection boasts a full forward-facing 
orientation to provide quick and easy 

handle wraps for comfort. The carry-
on is equipped with dual USB ports 
and an internal battery pocket. MSRP: 
$119.99/22”; $139.99/25”; $159.99/29”

Cont inued from page 62
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access to gear and accessories, ensuring 
travelers have everything they need at 
their fingertips. Bags have easy-access 
pockets for travel documents, pass-
ports, keys and other items; compart-
ments for electronics like phones; and 
RFID-blocking pockets large enough to 
hold wallets. MSRP: $70-$90
Avoid fees – Lewis N. Clark ONboard Underseat 

Bags fly free.

LongLat Booth 2063
LongLat’s 3-piece Nebula Hardside 
Collection features a colorful and dou-
ble take-worthy design. Sleek with its 
polycarbonate composite packing shell 
built to absorb impacts, these cases 
offer 2” expandability on the pack-
ing compartment, a low-profile 3-digit 
TSA-accepted lock and a dual 360º 
multi-directional spinner wheel system. 
Interiors feature accessory pockets, neo-
prene lining and exclusive Body Glove 
tie-down straps. Additionally, cases 
have Body Glove’s signature neoprene 

Body Glove takes you 
to a new universe with 

its Nebula Hardside 
Collection.

McKleinUSA Booth 4036
McKleinUSA’s Roseville 15.4” Leather 
Fly-Through™ Ladies’ Laptop Briefcase 
is a just-the-right-size business case for 
the working woman that is checkpoint-
friendly. Now offered in navy, it has 
been updated to include a built-in pad-
ded tablet compartment. And presto-
chango, the case quickly and efficiently 
converts from a rolling bag with pat-
ented detachable wheels into a shoul-
der bag, granting even more versatility. 
MSRP: $270

MiWorld Accessories Booth 3069
An ice cream cone topped with a cherry. 
A bear keeping watch over your bag. 
Snuggie’s fun and whimsical Novelty 
Plush Luggage Tags with sturdy 
strap from MiWorld will put a smile 
on your face and the faces of anyone 
you encounter on your travels. MSRP: 
$12.99. MiWorld carries an array of 
accessories with well-known brands 
including Isaac Mizrahi and Bebe.

The rich navy color keeps this case stylish 
through every season and is perfect for  

business travel.

Olympia USA Booth 1000

The Nema series by Olympia USA

Gorgeous in sleek 2-tone polycarbonate, 
Olympia USA’s Nema series comprises 
two carry-on models (18” and 22”) and 
a 29” upright. Cases feature a built-in 
TSA-accepted 3-dial lock system for 
added security, a clear and detachable 
3-1-1 vinyl wet-zip pouch for toiletries, 
bottom grip handle for easy transport 
and an elegantly imprinted, fully pad-
ded interior lining. The 18” carry-on 
also sports a patented detachable mesh 
pocket for travel accessories and the 
22” carry-on provides a patented hid-
den compartment inside the expand-
able area. In black, blue, green, purple, 
rose gold, silver and wine, cases sit on 
quiet, jumbo dual-wheel spinners for a 
smooth glide. MSRP: $600/set

These luggage tags pair perfectly with  
fun and adventure  

travels.
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Outside Inside Games Booth 1107
Take this mini Backpack Cornhole 
game from Outside Inside anywhere 
you travel. Compact and portable, it can 
be played on the ground or as a tabletop 
game. The game includes two cornhole 
boards, eight bean bags, instructions 
and carry bag. The game is made of 
solid wood with legs that fold away for 
easy packability. MSRP: $29.95

Cont inued from page 64

Cont inued on page 68

Rockland Fox Luggage Booth 4029
Rockland Fox Luggage’s cute 3-dimen-
sional animal character will keep your 
little traveler company while function-
ing perfectly as a carry-on or weekend 
travel piece. A hardshell case construct-
ed of durable polycarbonate, it has four 
360° wheels and a kid-sized telescop-
ing handle for easy maneuverability. 
MSRP: $180

also multi-functions as a comfy travel 
pillow. Features include an easy-to-
operate twist valve for inflation, a dura-
ble weatherproof exterior and a plush, 
slightly elastic inner lining. A wrap-
around zipper provides easy access and 
is backed by a neoprene shock strip for 
extra impact protection. MSRP: $49.95/
tablet size; $54.95/laptop size

Luggage goes warm 
and fuzzy with 
Rockland Jr.’s  
animal character 
case, featuring a 
monkey design.

Nearly weightless, Royce’s  
5-oz  Pill Storage Organization  
Case packs easily along on travels.

Royce/Emporium Leather 
Company Booth 2070
Elegantly and discreetly store your 
medicine in this stylish Pill Storage 
Organization Case from Royce Leather. 
Measuring 6.5” x 1.5” x 1.5” and made 
of top grain Napa leather, it features 
a 7-day pill plastic insert. The case is 
offered in black, blue, red and tan. 
MSRP: $50

Carry laptop or tablet in the Scrubba air 
sleeve for more freedom, connectivity 
and comfort.

Signal Brands Booth 1044
Piel Leather Booth 1127
Simple and practical, Piel’s vintage-style 
Leather Elite Carry-On Duffel is perfect 
for any weekend trip. It features a large 
zippered opening to the lined main 
compartment and an interior zip-pock-
et. Adjustable double handles have a 
wrap-around to secure handles togeth-
er, an adjustable/detachable shoulder 
strap for convenient carry and metal 
bottom feet for baggage protection. 
The bag is made in Colombia, South 
America, of 100% full grain leather in 
saddle brown and black. MSRP: $321

Piel’s Leather Elite Carry-on Duffel measures a 
compact 18” x 13” x 8”.

Scrubba by Calibre8 Booth 1153
The patent-pending Scrubba™ air 
sleeve offers hardcase laptop protec-
tion in a soft shell, making it perfect for 
the modern traveler. With auto-inflating 
technology and manual over-inflation 
options, the level of protection is eas-
ily controlled to suit different condi-
tions. When over-inflated, the sleeve 

The beauty of GUESS’ Mimsy Collection speaks 
for itself in bold and arresting block letters.

The GUESS brand comes alive in the 
colorful Mimsy Collection from Signal 
Brands with GUESS block lettering. 

Backpack Cornhole measures 12” x 6” x 1.25” 
(single board collapsed) and weighs only  

19.5 oz.
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comes with not only two rolling uprights 
that have a 360º 8-wheel mobility sys-
tem but a matching cosmetic case that 
can fit on top. Made of durable ABS 
and PC material then layered atop with 
a shimmering finish of glitter, this col-

Cont inued from page 66

Featuring an 8-wheel system, fully 
lined interior and sleek polycarbonate 
construction, cases come in magen-
ta, silver, gold, cobalt blue and black. 
MSRP: $200/20”; $220/24”; $240/28”

Talus Booth 3135
No more stumbling around in the dark 
and no worries about your smartphone 
running out of juice during the wee 
hours. Talus’ easy-to-pack Nightlight 
Charging Station illuminates a hotel or 
bedroom while charging up electronics. 
It plugs into a standard 110V outlet and 
features a long-lasting LED light with 
an on/off switch plus two USB ports 
with a total 2.4A output. MSRP: $19.99

lection is quite the showstopper while 
at the same time flaunting its function-
ality via a spacious interior compart-
ment and interior accessory pockets. 
Pieces are available in 10 colors and 
all but one – a shiny black – have 
the shimmering glitter layer. MSRP: 
$100/Cosmetic Case; $300/20” Rolling 
Upright; $400/24” Rolling Upright

Triforce Luggage Booth 4051
Pushing the limits of innovation, fashion 
and functionality, the 3-piece Versailles 
Collection from Triforce Luggage fuses 
the iconic vintage trunk design with 
modern floral prints. Each case comes 
with beautiful leather accents, color 
matching trims, contrasting color inte-
riors, built-in TSA-accepted combina-
tion locks and an 8-wheel spinner sys-
tem for optimal movement. Available 
in several colors and floral prints, this 
stunning collection includes a 12” cos-
metic case, 22” carry-on upright and 
30” packing upright. MSRP: $400/set

matte case with rich brown tone bum-
per corners. MSRP: $199.99

The Versailles 
Collection is shown 

in metallic silver 
with vintage rose 

leather accents.

The Piccolo is a great new addition to the VGV 
family of products to further enhance the way the 

world travels with wine.

ZERO Halliburton Booth 4103

Travelers will never be in the dark again with 
Talus’ Nightlight Charging Station.

Travelers Club Luggage Booth 4015
Travelers Club® hits on a new angle 
in luggage design to debut a patent-
pending octagon-shaped case. The new-
est addition to the kensie brand line, 
this 3-piece Rolling Octagon Collection 

VinGardeValise® Booth 1129
New for 2018 from Line Sales, LLC, 
makers of the VinGardeValise® ultimate 
wine luggage, comes the 6-bottle size 
model. Complementing the 12-bottle 
Grande and 8-bottle Petite, the Piccolo 
6-bottle model offers even greater multi-
purpose functionality for airline travel. 
Designed as a carry-on size to fit in the 
overhead bin, it also provides the VGV 
quality and confidence travelers expect 
when checking the case with up to six 
bottles of wine, spirits, etc. The new 
color for 2018 is a sophisticated black 

ZERO Halliburton’s Carbon Fiber Carry-on 

One word: cool. ZERO Halliburton’s 
extremely sophisticated Carbon Fiber 
Carry-on is streamlined structured with-
out a frame. The carbon fiber, which 
comes from an exclusive and well-
known maker in Japan, is heated in 
ZERO Halliburton’s mold and, once 
cooled, treated with a special coating 
that increases durability and makes it 
scratch-resistant. Then, the coated shell 
is hand-polished to a high-gloss finish. It 
is such a careful, painstaking and time-
consuming process – the same used in 
making high-end motorcycles and pro-
fessional race cars – that only one shell 
is made each day. MSRP: $3,250 b

The 3-piece Rolling Octagon Collection from 
kensie by Travelers Club is the newest luggage 

model to hit the runway.


